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"The Internet, in short, is a new political medium that has only begun to
fulfill its potential."
-Ryan P. Winkler'
"This is in no way an experiment... [t]his is the beginning of the future,
at least we hope so."
-Byron Quann, Senior Marketing Vice President of election.com2
Ryan P. Winkler, Preserving the Potentialfor Politics Online: The Internet's
Challenge to Federal Election Law, 84 MINN. L. REV. 1867, 1897-98 (2000).
2 CNN.com, Gore Rolls Up Delegates in Unique Arizona Internet Primary
(Mar. 12, 2000), at http://www.cnn.com/2000/ALLPOLITICS/stories/03/12/
arizona.online.voting/ (last visited Jan. 29, 2003).
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"There are many possibilities for voting- abuse that can be created as a
consequence of using the Internet as a voting medium, and many of these
may require regulation or new legislation."
-Internet Policy Institute
3
INTRODUCTION
he year 2000 saw many milestones in American election history.
Most remember the months-long imbroglio following the 2000
presidential election and its effect on future election administration.
Months before the bitter saga of Bush v. Gore,4 however, another milestone
in election history occurred in the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary.
There, from March 7 to 10, voters had the opportunity to cast their ballots
online.' Internet voting6 made its mark on the American electoral land-
scape. In a year that raised many questions about voting systems came an
example of one potential reform method. Internet voting, like the Bush v.
Gore saga, promises to have a significant effect on future election
administration. Federal, state, local, and even foreign governments are
looking to Internet voting as a means to replace or supplement current
electoral systems. As more governments adopt Internet-based voting,
situations similar to the following hypothetical situations involving Voter
in State Xare likely to arise:
Situation 1: Voter, a resident of State X, which recently introduced
Internet-based voting, turns on his computer and goes online. By his desk
he has a card with his Internet voting Personal Identification Number
("PIN"). This PIN, distributed by StateX's election official's office, allows
him to log onto State X's Internet voting website, www.statexelection.gov,7
and to fill out and submit his "virtual ballot." Before logging on to the site,
Voter checks his e-mail. He receives an e-mail from Candidate's U.S.
Senate campaign that briefly reminds him to vote (for Candidate) and
3 INTERNET POLICY INSTITUTE, REPORT OF THE NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON
INTERNET VOTING: ISSUES AND RESEARCH AGENDA 31 (Mar. 2001), athttp://www.
vote.caltech.edu/reports/ipi-nst-report.pdf (last visited Feb. 13, 2003) [hereinafter
IPI REPORT].
'Bush v. Gore, 121 S. Ct. 525 (2000).
'See Associated Press, Arizonans Log On, Vote in Democratic Primary, WASH.
POST, Mar. 12, 2000, at A19, available at 2000 WL 2290593.
6 "Intemet voting" is a term used by the author to cover a broad range of terms
including Internet-voting, Internet-based voting, online voting, or web voting.
' This website is entirely fabricated, and is not an active link to any website that
the author has found.
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provides a hyper link8 to www.statexelection. gov. Voter, rationally
wanting to save time by not entering the website address for State X's
election website, clicks on the link to vote.
Situation 2: Voter opens his web browser to a home page such as
Yahoo!, MSN, or Excite. Candidate's campaign placed a flashing banner
ad9 with a picture of the smiling Candidate pointing at Voter and reminding
him to vote. Flashing next to candidate are the words, "Click here to vote,"
which hyperlinks Voter to www.statexelection.gov. Again, Voter clicks on
the banner ad to save the time of typing in a website address.
Situation 3: Voter goes into a chat room on election day. While
chatting, he goes into a discussion regarding the current senate race.
Volunteer, a volunteer for Candidate's U.S. Senate campaign, engages
Voter in a conversation, explaining why Candidate is a better choice than
his opponent, Incumbent. After chatting with Volunteer, Voter thanks her.
She leaves a final message saying, "Don't forget to vote for Candidate. Go
to www.statexelection.gov to vote for Candidate." Again, Voter clicks on
the link to save the time of typing in a website address.'0
Internet voting, like any other systemic change in government
administration, raises questions of policy and law. Scholars addressed the
issues surrounding Internet voting before the famed Arizona Democratic
Primary, examining issues such as the mechanics of Internet voting,"
8 According to an online glossary of Internet terms, "[h]yperlinks are the easy-
to-spot underlined words or phrases you click in World Wide Web documents to
jump to another screen or page." C/Net Glossary, at http://www.cnet.com/
Resourcesllnfo/Glossary/Terms/hyperlink.html (last visited Jan. 12, 2003).
9 See Webopedia, at http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/banner.html. (last
visited Jan. 12, 2003) (defining a banner or banner ad as "a typically rectangular
advertisement placed on a Web site either above, below or on the sides of the Web
site's main content and ... linked to the advertiser's own Web site. In the early
days of the Internet, banners were ads with text and graphic images. Today, with
technologies such as Flash, banners have gotten much more complex and can be
ads with text, animated graphics and sound. Most commerce-related Web sites use
banner ads.").
" For another hypothetical regarding the use of chat rooms for campaigning (or
strong-arming Web users into voting for a particular candidate), see Paul A.
Werner III, Note, E-Pluribus Unum? The Problem ofAnonymous Election-Related
Communications on the Internet: A Conceptual Methodology for Evaluating
Regulatory Interferences with Anonymous Speech, 4 VAND. J. ENT. L. & PRAC. 48,
48 (2002).
" See Pamela A. Stone, Comment, Electronic Ballot Boxes: Legal Obstacles
to Voting Over the Internet, 29 MCGEORGE L. REv. 953 (1998).
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security concerns in Internet voting systems,"2 and the effect of the "digital
divide" on empowering those voters without access to the Internet.13 Few
scholars, however, have addressed another inevitable issue surrounding the
adoption of Internet voting systems: the application of current electioneer-
ing laws'4 to an Internet voting regime. 5 If a voter casts a ballot online,
does their computer turn into a polling place, subjecting it to the state's
electioneering laws? Do actions on the Internet, such as placing banner ads,
sending out e-mails on behalf of a campaign, or providing links to an
Internet voting site constitute the same type of behavior as electioneering
at the polls? Legislatures that plan on adopting Internet voting regimes and
courts that will have to hear challenges to Internet voting will eventually
have to consider this issue in their work.
This Note examines electioneering issues surrounding Internet voting
by assessing the current status of electioneering laws in the United States
and applying that body of law to Internet voting. Part I, Background: The
Evolution oflnternet Voting in the United States, provides a description of
the mechanics of Internet voting and a brief history of Internet voting
initiatives in the United States. 6 Part II, An Overview of Electioneering
Law in the United States Today, provides a brief history and discusses the
purpose of electioneering laws in the United States. 7 It also provides a
current summary of electioneering laws in force and summarizes the United
States Supreme Court's treatment of such laws.'I Part II, The Application
of Current Electioneering Law to Internet Voting Regimes, addresses the
two questions posed above: 1) whether Internet voting turns each personal
computer used to vote online into a polling place; and 2) whether certain
online communications, such as those in the three hypothetical situations
12 See id. at 979.
'3 See id. at 963.
See discussion infra Part II.A.
'5 Some scholars have touched on this issue, but none have never fully
examined it. See Pamela A. Stone, Comment, Electronic Ballot Boxes: Legal
Obstacles to Voting Over the Internet, 29 MCGEORGE L. REv. 953,966-69 (1998)
(analyzing specifically the issue of an "electronic ballot" providing a link to a
candidate's website or, alternatively, to a statement by/about the candidate--a
reverse of the situation provided in the introduction to this Note); Eugene Volokh,
How Might Cyberspace Change American Politics?, 34 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 1213,
1216 (2001).
16 See infra notes 21-86 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 87-116 and accompanying text.
'g See infra notes 117-52 and accompanying text.
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above, constitute electioneering. 9 Finally, Part II analyzes how courts
might treat online electioneering laws adopted by a jurisdiction." An
appendix is also provided, which contains a table of electioneering statutes
in the United States. This Note is aimed toward those policymakers and
judges who may one day tackle these issues.
I. BACKGROUND:
THE EVOLUTION OF INTERNET VOTING IN THE UNITED STATES
A. Internet Voting Defined and the Mechanics of Internet Voting
The concept of an Internet voting system is quite simple. Internet
voting is "the casting of a secure and secret electronic ballot that is
transmitted to election officials using the Internet." The process of voting
over the Internet is similar to that described in the hypothetical situations
above, where individuals wishing to vote using a personal computer can
access an Internet voting website. Once on the website, they enter some
type of information, such as a social security number or a PIN provided by
the election administrator. Once the server running the Internet voting
program recognizes the individual, it shows a "virtual ballot" containing the
list of candidates and/or ballot measures in the current election. The voters
select the candidates of their choice and click a "button"" that tells the
computer to transmit the voters' choices to the server. The server automati-
cally tabulates the votes sent to it by different voters. Companies such as
Election.com, iBallot, Safevote, Votenet, and VoteHere manufacture and
sell Internet voting software programs to governments, corporations, and
private organizations. 3
According to the Internet Policy Institute, which conducted a National
Science Foundation-sponsored study on the viability of Internet-based
'9 See infra notes 153-56 and accompanying text.
20 See infra notes 157-86 and accompanying text.
21 CAL. SEC'Y OF STATE, CALIFORNIA INTERNET VOTING TASK FORCE, A
REPORT ON THE FEASIBILITY OF INTERNET VOTING (Jan. 2000), at
http://www.ss.ca.gov/executive/ivote/fmal report.htm#fmal-3 (last visited Feb. 12,
2003) [hereinafter CALIFORNIA INTERNET VOTING TASK FORCE].
22 In graphical user interface systems, a well-defined area within the interface
that is clicked to select a command. THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE (4th ed. 2000).
2 Election.com, http://www.election.com; iBallot.com, http://www.iballot.com;
Safevote, http://www.safevote.com; Votenet Solutions, Inc., http://www.votenet.
com; VoteHere, http://www.votehere.com.
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voting,24 there are three types of Internet voting systems, defined by the
location where an individual votes: 1) "poll site" voting, in which a
computer with access to the Internet-voting site is provided at a polling
place and is still under the physical control of election officials;25 2) "kiosk
voting," where a terminal ready for Internet-based voting is placed in a
public forum such as a mall, library or school, but the voting machinery and
physical environment where the voting terminal sits remain under the
control of election officials;26 and 3) "remote voting," in which a voter
"casts ballots from virtually any location that is [Interet-accessible]."27
B. A Brief History of Internet Voting: Internet Voting Initiatives Before
the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary
Internet voting in public elections is still in its infancy, with major
developments occurring only within the last decade. This Section explores
the history of Internet voting from early state experiments to the 2000
Arizona Democratic Primary.
1. Early Internet Voting Initiatives
Before the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary, the federal government
and some state governments were either testing Internet voting or conduct-
ing studies on the issue. Private organizations, including unions, non-profit
organizations, and corporations were already using Internet voting in
binding elections.28 Some states and counties had experimented with
Internet voting. Two Iowa counties ran a mock Internet election in
November 1999.29 In January 2000, the Alaska Republican Party used
Internet voting to conduct a straw poll for presidential candidates.3" The
National Science Foundation provided a grant to the Internet Policy
Institute and the University of Maryland to conduct a workshop on Internet
voting issues.31 The IPI Report found that "[r]emote Internet voting systems
24 IPI REPORT, supra note 3, at 1.
251 Id. at 1.
26 id.
27 Id. at2.
2' Rachel Gibson, Elections Online: Assessing Internet Voting in Light of the
Arizona Democratic Primary, 116 POL. SCI. Q. 561, 566-67 (2001).
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 C.D. Mote, Jr., Preface to IPI REPORT, supra note 3, at i.
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pose significant risk to the integrity of the voting process, and should not
be fielded for use in public elections until substantial technical and social
science issues are addressed."32 The IPI Report, however, suggested that
"remote Internet voting may be appropriate in the near-term for special
populations, such as the military and their dependents based overseas."33
The Washington Secretary of State's Office issued a report on Internet
voting in June 1998.11 The report examined the current structure of
Washington's voting system, described the types of Internet voting systems
available, and addressed some of the technical and social issues surround-
ing Internet voting without taking any position on whether to adopt an
Internet voting system. The California Secretary of State's Office also
commissioned a task force on Internet voting.35 Its findings, issued in
January 2000, came to a conclusion that was similar to the IPI Report:
California should take a path of "evolutionary rather than revolutionary"
change, slowly implementing Internet voting from polling place sites to the
eventually adopting remote Internet voting systems.36 Meanwhile, the
Arizona Democratic Party was already undertaking steps to fully test a
remote Internet voting system.
2. The 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary
The 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary was the first binding govern-
ment election to incorporate an Internet component. The Arizona Demo-
cratic Party hired Election.com (an election software company) and
Verisign (a company specializing in digital signatures) to provide the
software for the primary election.37 All registered Democrats in Arizona
were eligible to vote. If a party member wanted to participate online, they
filled out a request form, signed it, and sent it to party headquarters. Once
staff at headquarters received the application, they verified the signature
with that on the member's voter registration form and sent the voter a PIN,
32 IPI REPORT, supra note 3, at 2, 34 (emphasis omitted).
33Id. at 34 n.31.34 David M. Elliot, Examining Internet Voting in the State of Washington (June
1998), at http://www.secstate.wa.gov/elections/evoting._paper.aspx.
31 See CALIFORNIA INTERNET VOTING TASK FORCE, supra note 21.
36 id.
37 See Gibson, supra note 28, at 574; Frederic I. Solop, Digital Democracy
Comes ofAge in Arizona: Participation and Polictics in the First Binding Internet
Election, 4, at http://ball.tcnj.edu/pols291/readings/036015SolopFrede.pdf (last
visited Feb. 2, 2003).
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instructions detailing how to vote, and an application to receive a mail
ballot. 3 From March 7-10, party members who registered for the Internet
vote could vote from their homes or other remote computers by accessing
the Arizona Democratic Party's website or by logging on to election.com
to access the party's Internet voting site.39 On election day, voters could
vote via the Internet only at one of the 124 official Democratic polling sites
throughout the state.40 To vote, a voter had to answer a series of questions
for verification. First, a voter had to "verify their identity, [PIN], U.S.
citizenship, age, and lack of felony conviction or participation in another
party's primary."''4 Second, the voter had to confirm his identity.42 Third,
the voter had to answer randomly-generated "challenge questions" based
on his registration information, such as place of birth or date of birth.43
Finally, the voter could choose his candidate for president: Bill Bradley or
Al Gore. After choosing a candidate, the voter's choices were transmitted
to an undisclosed server maintained by Election.com that tallied the votes.44
The result of the test was promising; there were no security glitches in the
system. However, the Voting Integrity Project ("VIP"), a Virginia-based
policy group, sued the Arizona Democratic Party on behalf of two minority
voters.45 The VIP alleged that the Arizona Democratic Party violated the
Voting Rights Act of 196546 by giving those who had access to the Internet
four more days to vote than those who only voted using absentee ballots or
polling places to vote.47 The Justice Department also intervened in the
suit.48 However, the suit eventually settled in 2001.'9
38 Gibson, supra note 28, at 575.
39 Id.
40 Solop, supra note 37, at 4.
41 Gore Rolls Up Delegates in Unique Arizona Internet Primary, supra note 2.
42 id.
43 Id.
4 Gibson, supra note 28, at 575.45Rebecca Fairley Rainey, Suit Seeks to BlockNet Vote in Arizona, N.Y. TIMES,
Jan. 22,2000, athttp://www.nytimes.com/library/tech/00/01/cyber/articles/22vote.
html.
4Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 1973.
47 See Ben White, Online Balloting: A Question of Fairness; Justice Depart-
ment Challenges Arizona's Use of Voting by Computer in Primary, WASH. POST,
Mar. 19, 2000, at A09.
48 Id.
49 Associated Press, Lawsuit Over Arizona Primary Vote Settled, ARIZONA
DAILY WILDCAT, Apr. 11,2001, at http://wildcat.arizona.edu/papers/94/135/01
96_m.html.
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C. From the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary to the Present: Current
Internet Voting Initiatives in the United States and Abroad
Since the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primary, the federal government,
state and local governments, academic institutions, and even foreign
governments have conducted Internet votes or have conducted studies on
the issue. This section explores some of those initiatives.
1. Federal and State Initiatives
The federal and state governments continue to explore the possibility
of adopting Internet voting. This section describes recent legislation, pilot
projects, and other initiatives taken by the federal government and by the
states.
The United States Congress addressed the issue of Internet voting
recently with the passage of the Help America Vote Act of 2002.50 This Act
provides funding to states to improve federal election administration and
election technology.51 It also established the Election Assistance Commis-
sion, charged with: 1) serving as a national clearinghouse on federal
election administration and reform;52 2) developing voluntary voting system
guidelines; 3 3) testing and certifying voting system hardware and soft-
ware;54 and 4) conducting studies on federal election administration."
Section 245 of the Act charges the commission to "conduct a thorough
study of issues and challenges, specifically to include the potential for
election fraud, presented by incorporating communications and Internet
technologies in the Federal, State, and local electoral process[es]." ''
50 Help America Vote Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-252, 116 Stat. 1666 (2002)
(codified as amended in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
S1 Id. § 101.
52 Id. § 202.
53 Id.
54 id.
55 Id.
56 Id. § 245(a)(1) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 15385). The statute also
outlines what the Commission shall specifically study:
(2) Issues to be studied-The Commission may include in the study
conducted under paragraph (1) an examination of-
(A) the appropriate security measures required and minimum standards
for certification of systems or technologies in order to minimize the
potential for fraud in voting or in the registration of qualified citizens to
register and vote;
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The Federal Election Commission, which establishes the National
Voting Systems Standards ("VSS"), has solicited public comments on
revisions to the VSS over the past three years.57 When it issued its new VSS
in April 2002, it took a position disfavoring the creation of national
standards for Internet voting. 8 In the overview of the standards, it referred
to the report of the Internet Policy Institute and concluded that "controls
cannot be developed at the present time to make remote Internet voting
(B) the possible methods, such as Internet or other communications
technologies, that may be utilized in the electoral process, including the
use of those technologies to register voters and enable citizens to vote
online...;
(C) the impact that new communications or Internet technology systems
for use in the electoral process could have on voter participation rates,
voter education, public accessibility, potential external influences during
the elections process, voter privacy and anonymity, and other issues
related to the conduct and administration of elections;
(D) whether other aspects of the electoral process, such as public
availability of candidate information and citizen communication with
candidates, could benefit from the increased use of online or Internet
technologies;
(E) the requirements for authorization of collection, storage, and
processing of electronically generated and transmitted digital messages
to permit any eligible person to register to vote or vote in an election,
including applying for and casting an absentee ballot;
(F) the implementation cost of an online or Internet voting or voter
registration system and the costs of elections after implementation
(including a comparison of total cost savings for the administration of
the electoral process by using Internet technologies or systems);
(G) identification of current and foreseeable online and Internet
technologies for use in the registration of voters, for voting, or for the
purpose of reducing election fraud, currently available or in use by
election authorities;
(H) the means by which to ensure and achieve equity of access to online
or Internet voting or voter registration systems and address the fairness
of such systems to all citizens; and
(I) the impact of technology on the speed, timeliness, and accuracy of
vote counts in Federal, State, and local elections.
Id. § 245(a)(2)(A)-(I).
57 See generally Federal Election Commission Voting System Standards, at
http://www.fec.gov/pages/vssfmal/vss.html (last visited Apr. 11, 2003).
58Federal Election Commission, Voting Systems Performance and Test Stan-
dards: An Overview, 5-6 (Apr. 30, 2002), at http://www.fec.gov/pages/vssfmal/
overview.doc (last visited Apr. 11, 2003).
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sufficiently risk-resistant to be confidently used by election officials and
the voting public." 9 Consequently, the new VSS contain no provisions for
Internet voting systems in general elections. However, the Federal Election
Commission ("FEC") stated that the VSS "do not prohibit the development
and use of these systems for special populations such as military and
civilian government employees based outside of the United States."' The
FEC also encouraged "pilot tests and demonstration projects in accordance
with applicable state regulations."'" Notably, the FEC also considered poll
site Internet voting the equivalent of direct recording electronic ("DRE")
voting systems, subject to the same VSS.62
The Department of Defense's Federal Voting Assistance Program,63
which administers the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act,' conducted a pilot Internet voting registration and voting program for
military personnel from eleven counties in Florida, South Carolina, Texas,
and Utah.65 The pilot program allowed these voters, using Microsoft
Windows 95 or 98 and Netscape Navigator, to register for an absentee
ballot or to vote instantly over the Internet.66 Eighty-four citizens voted
using this system. 67
Maricopa County, Arizona, as well as two counties in California,
conducted an online voting trial for the 2000 presidential election.68 Some
state governments tested Internet voting on a smaller scale. Other state
governments passed legislation to study, and in some cases, adopt over
time, an Internet voting regime. Since the 2000 election, state lCgislatures
have filed over 1500 bills related to elections and election reform.69
591d. at6.
60 Id.
6 1 Id.
62 id.
63 See generally Federal Voting Assistance Program, at http://www.fvap.gov/
(last visited Jan. 13, 2002).
64 Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973ff
(2003).
65 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS SERVICES FEDERAL
VOTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, VOTING OVER THE INTERNET PILOT PROJECT
ASSESSMENT REPORT, 1-2, June 2001, at http://www.fvap.gov/voireport.pdf (last
visited Apr. 11, 2003).
6Id. at 1.3.67 Id. at Executive Summary.
68 Ann Harrison, Online VotingMoves Closer to Acceptance, COMPUTERWORLD,
Oct. 30, 2000, at 70.
69 Will Pinkston, Strapped State Lawmakers Opt for Tinkering Over Long,
Costly Overhauls, WALL ST. J., Apr. 18, 2001, at B 17.
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Legislatures in California, ° Colorado,7' Georgia,72 Minnesota,73 New
Jersey,74 New York,75 and Washington7 6 have proposed or enacted legis-
lation to allow exploration of voting online or implementing online voting
in the future.
2. Initiatives By Academic Organizations
Though few legal commentators have addressed the issue of election-
eering law in relation to Internet voting, many have addressed other legal
issues arising from the phenomenon of Internet voting. Scholars have
addressed the security issues of Internet-based voting, potential disenfran-
chisement issues associated with Internet-based voting, and the effect of
Internet voting on voter turnout. For instance, Caltech and MIT collabo-
rated on a study on the reliability of current voting systems and made
recommendations for future voting systems,77 the Georgia Tech Research
Institute has started conducting research on the technical and social issues
surrounding Internet voting,78 and the Loyola of Los Angeles Law School
presented a symposium on the Internet and Democracy.79 Other scholars
have addressed the issue of online campaigning and how such activities
should be valued under current campaign financing laws. 0
70 Tim Storey, In Search of a Perfect Election, in 27 STATE LEGISLATURES 17
(2001).
71 Id.
72 H.B. 1762, 1999 House Rep. (Ga. 1999), available at http://www2.state.ga.
us/Legis/1 999_00/leg/fulltext/hb 1 762.htm.
13 Gibson, supra note 28, at 567.
74 Angela Couloumbis, Legislators Act to Ease N.J. Voting: The Assembly
Approved Loosening Absentee-ballot Rules and Studying Online Options for
Residents, THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, May 7, 2002, at B9.
75 Id.
76 Gibson, supra note 28, at 567.77 See Caltech-MITNoting Technology Project, athttp://www.vote.caltech.edu/
(last visited Apr. 11, 2003).
78 See Does the Internet Represent the Future of Voting?, USA TODAY
MAGAZINE, Apr. 2002, at 1; see also Georgia Tech Research Institute Information
Technology and Telecommunications Laboratory, Next Generation Voting System
(NGVS), at http://www.gtri.gatech.edu/ittl/csit/projngvs.html (last visited Feb. 13,
2003).
79 See Symposium, Internet Voting and Democracy, 34 LOY. L.A. L. REv. 979
(2001).
80 See Winkler, supra note 1.
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3. Foreign Initiatives
There have also been Internet voting initiatives outside the United
States. Canada's New Democratic Party included an Internet voting
component as part of its leadership election at its annual convention. 1 The
British government funded Internet voting trials for local elections taking
place in May,,2002. Voters had the option to cast their ballots from a
computer or from a mobile phone. 2 The Swiss government conducted its
first test of Internet voting in the Geneva suburb of Anieres 3 The Irish
government initiated a test Internet vote using polling place stations.84
Estonia plans to introduce online voting for its 2004 general election. 85
France has also examined the issue of implementing online voting. 6
I. AN OVERVIEW OF
ELECTIONEERING LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY
Over the years, state election systems have evolved from voice-voting
in public to casting ballots in private voting booths and statutory oversight
of election administration has evolved from allowing parties to provide
ballots to mandating government-designed and provided ballots and
prohibiting many types of campaigning activities in and around the voting
booth. This Section briefly examines the history of these electioneering
laws and their current status in the United States.
8! Sandra Cordon, Layton Becomes New NDP Leader with Stunning First-
Ballot Win, THE CANADIAN PRESS, Jan. 25, 2003.
82 See Paul Groves, Local Elections 2002-What Politicians Can Learn from
Big Brother, BIRMINGHAM POST, May 2,2002; David Rowan, Beware of Optimists
When it Comes to E-voting, THE TIMES OF LONDON, May 1, 2002. For more
information regarding the British government's goals regarding Internet voting, see
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, e-Government, at http://www.local-
regions.odpm.gov.uk/egov/index.htm (last visited Feb. 1, 2003); Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister, Implementation of Electronic Voting in the UK, at
http://www.local-regions.odpm.gov.uk/egov/e-voting/index.htm (last visited Feb.
1,2003).
83 CNN.com, Swiss Town Leads Way with Internet Vote (Jan. 20, 2003),
available at http://www.wisekey.com/pdf/connotingswitzerland.pdf.
84 Frances Gleeson, Computimes: More Than One Way of Capturing the E-
Vote-The Government is Introducing a £25 Million Electronic Polling System.
How it Will Work, asks Frances Gleeson, THE IRISH TIMEs, June 18, 2001.85 Id.
86 id.
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A. The Purpose and History of Electioneering Statutes
The Oxford English Dictionary defines electioneering as "[t]he art or
practice of managing elections; canvassing on behalf of candidates for
membership in representative assemblies."87 Another definition ofelection-
eering is "an attempt on the part of an individual or candidate to persuade
or influence eligible voters to vote for a particular candidate, party or
proposition.""
Each state has some type of statute that prohibits electioneering around
a voting booth or polling place. 9 Some states even have statutes prohibiting
87 3 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 75 (2d ed. 1933).
1 26 AM. JUR. 2D Elections § 467 (2002).
89 Alabama--ALA. CODE § 17-7-18 (2002); Alaska--ALASKA STAT. § 15.15.170
(Michie 2002); Arizona-ARiz. REV. STAT. § 16-515 (2002); Arkansas--ARK.
CODEANN. § 7-1-103(9) (Michie 1987); California-CAL. ELEC. CODE § 18370-71
(West 2002); Colorado-COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 1-13-714, 31-10-1521 (West
2002) (regarding municipal elections); Connecticut-CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-236
(2002); Delaware-DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 15, § 4942 (2001); District of Colum-
bia--D.C. CODE ANN. § 1-1001.10(b)(2)(A) (2002); Florida-FLA. STAT. ch.
102.031(3)(c) (2002); Georgia-GA. CODE ANN. § 21-2-414 (2002); Hawaii-
HAW. REV. STAT. § 11-32 (2002); Idaho-IDAHO CODE § 18-2318 (Michie 2002);
Illinois-10 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/19-2.2 (West 2002); Indiana-IND. CODE
ANN. § 3-14-3-16 (West 2002); Iowa--IOWA CODE ANN. § 49.107(1) (West 2001);
Kansas-KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-2430 (2001); Kentucky-KY. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 117.235 (Michie 2002); Louisiana-LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 18.1462 (West
2002); Maine--ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 682 (West 2001); Mary-
land-MD. CODE ANN., ELEC. CODE § 16-206 (2002); Massachusetts-MASS.
GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 54, § 65 (West 2002); Michigan-MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN.
§ 168.931(k) (West 2002); Minnesota-MINN. STAT. § 204C.06(l) (2002);
Mississippi-MISS. CODE ANN. § 23-15-895 (2002); Missouri-MO. ANN. STAT.
§ 115.637(18) (West 2002); Montana--MONT. CODE ANN. § 13-35-211 (2002);
Nebraska--NEB. REV. STAT. § 32-1524 (2002); Nevada-NEv. REV. STAT. ANN.
293.361 (Michie 2002); New Hampshire--N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 659:43(11)
(2002); New Jersey-N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 19:34-6, 19:34-15 (West 2002); New
Mexico-N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 1-20-16, 3-8-77, 73-14-31.3 (Michie 2002); New
York-N.Y. ELEC. LAW § 8-104 (McKinney 2002); North Carolina--N.C. GEN
STAT. § 163-166.4 (2002); North Dakota-N.D. CENT. CODE § 16.1-10-06 (2002);
Ohio-OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §§ 3501.30, 3501.35 (West 2001); Oklahoma
-- OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 7-108, § 16-111 (West 2002); Oregon-OR. REV. STAT.
§ 260.695(2) (2001); Pennsylvania-PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 25, § 3060 (West 2002);
Rhode Island-R.I. GEN. LAWS § 17-19-49 (2002); and R.I. GEN. LAWS § 17-23-13
(2002) (applying specifically to the use of sound equipment); South Carolina-S.C.
CODE ANN. § 7-25-180 (Law. Co-op. 2002); South Dakota-S.D. CODIFIED LAWS
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electioneering around a voter who is casting an absentee ballot.9" All state
statutes define electioneering by either: 1) describing behaviors that
constitute electioneering; or 2) if not using the term "electioneering,"
listing behaviors and actions prohibited in and around the polling place or
where an individual casts an absentee ballot.9' State statutes prohibiting
electioneering around polling places establish a "campaign restriction
zone" surrounding the polling place. 92
As the appendix illustrates, state electioneering statutes define
electioneering in varying degrees of specificity. Some states, such as
Wisconsin, define electioneering broadly and thus regulate a wide range of
behaviors.93 Other states define specific behaviors prohibited in or around
the polling place. Some of these behaviors include: displaying signs or
materials such as buttons; distributing materials such as handbills,
campaign flyers, cards or other literature; soliciting signatures for petitions;
discussing the candidates or issues; using a loudspeaker to discuss
candidates or issues; or soliciting contributions.94 The following statute
from Kansas provides a good example of the type of activities that
electioneering statutes prohibit:
Electioneering is knowingly attempting to persuade or influence eligible
voters to vote for or against a particular candidate, party or question
submitted. Electioneering includes wearing, exhibiting or distributing
§ 12-18-3 (Michie 2002); Tennessee--TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-7-11 1(a)-(b)(1)
(1994); Texas-TEX. ELEC. CODE ANN. § 61.003, 85.036 (Vernon 2001); Utah-
UTAH CODE ANN. § 20A-3-501 (2002); Vermont-VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2508
(2002); Virginia-VA. CODE ANN. § 24.2-604 (Michie 2000); Washington-
WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 29.51.020 (West 2002); West Virginia--W. VA. CODE
ANN. § 3-9-9 (Michie 2002); Wisconsin-Wis. STAT. ANN. § 12.03 (West 2002);
Wyoming-WYO. STAT. ANN. § 22-26-113 (Michie 2002); see also Appendix,
infra pp. 747-68, List of State Electioneering Statutes and the Campaign Restric-
tion Zones They Establish.
90 See, e.g., California-CAL. ELEc. CODE § 18371 (a) (West 2002); Louisiana--
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 18.1334 (West 2002) (applying specifically to nursing
home administrators).
91These include statutes regarding the polling place and areas where individuals
cast absentee ballots. For a list of behaviors and activities prohibited by these
statutes, see infra Part III.92 See supra note 89.
93 See WIS. STAT. ANN. § 12.03(4) (" '[e]lectioneering' means any activity
which is intended to influence voting in an election").
94 See, e.g., Appendix infra.
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labels, signs, posters, stickers or other materials that clearly identify a
candidate in the election or clearly indicate support or opposition to a
question submitted for election within any polling place on election day
or advance voting site during the time period allowed by law for casting
a ballot by advance voting or within a radius of 250 feet from the entrance
thereof.95
Regardless of their definition of electioneering, the point of these
statutes is clear: Campaigning stops at the boundary of the campaign
restriction zone. These areas, which range in size from the area inside the
building containing the polling place96 to the entire area of a voting
district,97 create zones where no one may engage in electioneering. Some
states impose criminal penalties for electioneering in these zones.98 Statutes
restricting electioneering around an absentee voter typically do not have a
restricted zone other than the immediate presence of the voter.99
Electioneering statutes are not exclusive to the states. As a result of the
Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002,100 federal law now contains its
own definition of electioneering. The United States Code defines an
"electioneering communication" as:
[A]ny broadcast, cable, or satellite communication which... refers to a
clearly identified candidate for Federal office... [which] is targeted to
the relevant electorate ... or [if the previous definition in the paragraph]
is held to be constitutionally insufficient by final judicial decision to
support the regulation provided herein, then the term "electioneering
communication" means any broadcast, cable, or satellite communication
which promotes or supports a candidate for that office, or attacks or
opposes a candidate for that office (regardless of whether the communica-
tion expressly advocates a vote for or against a specific candidate) and
which also is suggestive of no plausible meaning other than an exhorta-
tion to vote for or against a specific candidate. I0'
9' KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-2430(a) (2001).
96 VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2508 (2002).
97 N.D. CENT. CODE § 16.1-10-06 (2002).
98 See, e.g., CAL. ELEC. CODE § 18371(a) (West 2002).
99 See, e.g., id. § 18371(b) (forbidding electioneering "in the residence or
immediate presence of the voter").
'00 Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-155, 116 Stat.
81 (2002) (codified in scattered sections of 2, 36, 28, and 47 U.S.C.).
' 2 U.S.C. § 434(f)(3)(A)(i)-(ii) (2002).
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. What brought these statutes into being? The campaign-restriction zones
that exist in each state are part of an election apparatus known as the
Australian Ballot System, designed "to secure the independence of the
elector by requiring the exercise of his or her right of franchise in absolute
secrecy."' 02 The system contains two distinct features. First, it has a closed
voting booth in which the voter marks a ballot in private. This ensures the
"secrecy of voting."' 3 This means that the system uses a closed ballot box
or voting booth by which voters make their choices. Second, the system has
"an official ballot containing the names of all candidates, printed and
distributed under state or municipal authority."'0 4 A quick review of ballot
history provides some insight as to why states moved from allowing public
voice voting to the secret ballot boxes that Americans utilize today.
The Australian Ballot System evolved over the years in response to
previous voting systems that were highly prone to fraud and corruption.
Early voting systems utilized the viva voce, or voice voting, method of
electing officials. A citizen stood in person and proclaimed to those around
him which candidate he chose for an office.0 5 This system was often prone
to corruption. Voters coming to the polls might be influenced through
physical intimidation or bribery by individuals working for a candidate. For
example, electors in early Virginia might receive an "imbibable," a gift of
whiskey or other alcohol, from the candidate for whom they voted.0 6
Next in the development of election administration was the advent of
the paper ballot. Paper ballots, usually supplied by the candidates or
political parties, listed the names of candidates for office, 10 7 were often
printed with ornate designs, and sometimes even contained propaganda.'0
The purpose of using paper ballots was less to ensure the secrecy of a vote
than to provide convenience to voters who could not travel to the polls.'0 9
Like the voice vote system, the early paper ballot was subject to corruption
and fraud. Agents of campaigns still stood by the polls to intimidate or
bribe voters as had occurred during voice voting. A new type of fraud
emerged when forgers printed ballots to look like the ballot for one party
yet contain a list of candidates for an opposing party."0
102 26 AM. JUR. 2D Elections § 299 (2002).
103 Id.
104 Id.
'o' See Stephen J. Ackerman, The Magic Ballot, AMERICAN HERITAGE, Sept.
1992, at 54.
106 Id.
107 Id.
108 Id.
109 See id.
". Id. at 56.
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The next development in the ballot evolution was the Australian Ballot
System. Around 1888, the Australian Ballot first appeared in Louisville,
Kentucky, about 1888,"' but "Massachusetts was the first state to adopt the
Australian Ballot statewide" that same year." 2 Its three traits were
"officiality, consolidation, and secrecy."' 1 3 The ballot was official because
the government (usually state) designed, printed, and distributed the
ballot." 4 It was consolidated because it listed all candidates for office from
all parties." 5 It was secret because voting occurred in a voting booth
outside of the eyes and presence of others. As Professor Jerrold Rusk notes,
"[t]he new system thus offered the voter an impartial, multiple-choice
instrument, upon which he was allowed to deliberate and make a decision
in the privacy of the polling booth. The intimidating party aura which so
permeated the voting situation under the old system had been effectively
dispelled.""' 6
B. The Status of Electioneering Law in the United States Today: Laws in
Force and United States Supreme Court Treatment of Electioneering
Laws
All states prohibit electioneering in and around the voting booth. These
laws, once challenged as unconstitutional," 7 now enjoy a high degree of
approval by the Supreme Court. The following case surveys electioneering
statutes today and explains why the Court approves of them.
1. Burson v. Freeman and the Supreme Court's Acceptance
of Electioneering Statutes and Campaign Restriction Zones
The Supreme Court upheld the concept of restrictive zones in Burson
v. Freeman. 8 At issue in Burson was the constitutionality of the campaign
'Id. at 57.
"
2Jerrold G. Rusk, The Effect of the Australian Ballot Reform on Split Ticket
Voting: 1876-1908, 64 AMERICAN POL. SCi. REV. 1220, 1220-21 (Dec. 1970); see
generally Arthur Ludington, Present Status of Ballot Laws in the United States, 3
AMERICAN POL. SCI. REv. 252, 252-61 (May 1909).
113 Rusk, supra note 112, at 1221.
114Id.
115 Id.
116id.
"I For a strong attack on electioneering statutes, see generally Robert Brett
Durham, Note, Defoliating the Grassroots: Election Day Restrictions on Political
Speech, 77 GEO. L.J. 2137 (1989).
118 Burson v. Freeman, 504 U.S. 191 (1992).
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restriction zone established by Tennessee's electioneering statute," 9 which
prohibited "the display of campaign posters, signs or other campaign
materials, distribution of campaign materials, and solicitation of votes for
or against any person or political party or a position" within the building in
which the polling place was located and one hundred feet from the entrance
to that building. 20 Any violation of the statute was a misdemeanor under
Tennessee law.'
The respondent, treasurer for a Nashville City Council candidate, filed
a facial constitutional challenge to Tennessee's electioneering statute and
the statute providing criminal penalties for violation of the electioneering
statute in the Davidson County Chancery Court.'22 She sought a declaratory
judgment that the statutes violated the United States and Tennessee
Constitutions, as well as an injunction against the electioneering statute's
enforcement.'23 The chancery court found that the statute:
[W]as a content-neutral and reasonable time, place, and manner restriction
... that... served a compelling state interest in protecting voters from
interference, harassment, and intimidation during the voting process; and
that there was an alternative channel for respondent to exercise her free
speech rights outside the 100-foot boundary.1
24
On appeal, the Tennessee Supreme Court reversed the chancery court's
decision in a four-to-one vote. 125 The court "held that § 2-7-111 (b) was
content based 'because [1] it regulate[d] specific subject matter, the
solicitation of votes and the display or distribution of campaign materials
and [2] [it regulated] a certain category of speakers, campaign workers.' "126
The court also held that it would not uphold the statute unless "(i) the
burden placed on free speech rights is justified by a compelling state
interest and (ii) the means chosen bear a substantial relation to that interest
and are the least intrusive to achieve the State's goals."' 127 The court agreed
that the state had shown a compelling interest in prohibiting voter
solicitation and campaign material distribution in the polling place; but it
"9 TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-7-111 (b) (Supp. 1991).
'
20 Burson, 504 U.S. at 193-94 (citing TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-7-111 (b) (Supp.
1991)).
12 Id. at 194 (citing TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-19-119 (1990)).
122 Id.
123 id.
124 Id. at 194-95.
125 Id. at 195.
126 Id. (quoting Freeman v. Burson, 802 S.W.2d 210, 213 (Tenn. 1990)).
127 id.
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did not find that the state had shown a compelling interest in restricting
such practices in the area around the polling place.128 The court found that
the one hundred foot restriction was not sufficiently narrowly tailored to
protect the compelling interest, nor was it the least restrictive means to
protect that interest.
129
A plurality of the United States Supreme Court reversed the Tennessee
Supreme Court's holding and found that the electioneering statute did not
violate the First Amendment. 3 The Court held that the state, as recognized
administrator of elections, had asserted that the exercise of free speech
rights conflicted with another fundamental right--the right to cast a ballot
free from intimidation and fraud. Long history, substantial consensus, and
simple common sense showed the Court that some sort of restricted zone
around polling places is necessary to protect that fundamental right. Given
the conflict between these two rights, the Court held that requiring
solicitors to stand one hundred feet from the entrances to polling places did
not constitute an unconstitutional compromise. 3'
The Supreme Court began its analysis by noting that Tennessee's
statute implicated "three central concerns" in First Amendment law: (1)
"regulation of political speech";3 2 (2) "regulation of speech in a public
forum";'33 and (3) "regulation based on the content of speech."' ' 34 The Court
held the Tennessee statute to be "a facially content-based restriction on
political speech in a public forum [that] must be subjected to exacting
scrutiny."'' 35 It held that the "State must show that the 'regulation is
necessary to serve a compelling state interest and that it is narrowly drawn
to achieve that end.' "136 The electioneering statute, in the plurality's view,
asserted two compelling interests: (1) protecting the right to vote for the
candidate of the voter's choice by "protecting voters from confusion and
undue influence;"'37 and (2) protecting the integrity of an election process
by "ensuring that an individual's right to vote is not undermined by fraud
in the election process."' 38 The Court recognized that election history
128 Id.
129 id.
130 Id.
131 Id.
32Id. at 196.
133 Id.
134 Id.
'
35 Id. at 198 (citation omitted).
136 Id. (citations omitted).
137 Id. at 199.
138id.
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reflected a need of restricted zones to effect a compelling interest in
preserving the integrity of the election:
In sum, an examination of the history of election regulation in this
country reveals a persistent battle against two evils: voter intimidation and
election fraud. After an unsuccessful experiment with an unofficial ballot
system, all 50 States, together with numerous other Western democracies,
settled on the same solution: a secret ballot secured in part by a restricted
zone around the voting compartments. We find that this widespread and
time-tested consensus demonstrates that some restricted zone is necessary
in order to serve the States' compelling interests in preventing voter
intimidation and election fraud. 139
The plurality opinion outlined the history of the evolution of balloting
systems and electioneering law regimes in the United States and recognized
a necessity to protect the state's interest in protecting voters from undue
influence and to ensure the integrity of the election process. It examined
voting during the colonial period, 40 which was a public decision in which
voters elected officials by a voice vote or a show of hands.141 The Court
noted that this system led to "bribery and intimidation that gradually led to
its repeal."'42 Next, the plurality opinion examined the next point of
election evolution--the use of the paper ballot, in which individual voters
made their own ballots at home and brought them to the polls. 43 The Court
noted how this system led to influence by political parties, which produced
their own ballots to provide to voters.'" This system, the Court observed,
led to the same problem of bribery and intimidation as did the voice voting
system due to a failure of the law to ensure secrecy in the balloting
process.' 5 It recognized that-failures of the voice vote and open ballot
system led many states to adopt the Australian Ballot System. 46 However,
the Court notes, even the adoption of the Australian Ballot System did not
'
39 Id. at 206.
140 See supra Part II.A.
141 Burson, 504 U.S. at 200.
142 Id. (citing ELDON EVANS, A HISTORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN BALLOT SYSTEM
IN THE UNITED STATES 1-6 (1917); JOSEPH HARRIS, ELECTION ADMINISTRATION IN
THE UNITED STATES 15-16 (1934); JERROLD RUSK, THE EFFECT OF THE AUSTRA-
LIAN BALLOT SYSTEM ON SPLIT TICKET VOTING: 1876-1908, at 8-11 (1968)).
143 Id.
144 Id.
141 Id. at 200-01.
'46 Id. at 202-03.
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completely protect against fraud or intimidation, leading many state and
local governments to restrict any one but voters from coming within a
specific area of the polling place. 47 After tracking the history of Tennes-
see's adoption of the Australian Ballot System and campaign-free zone
statutes, the Court concluded by recognizing that all fifty states "limit[ed]
access to the areas in or around polling places." 4'
The Court disagreed with the respondent's argument that the state
could protect voters from fraud, intimidation, and interference by using
statutes to create a misdemeanor for interfering with an election by violence
or intimidation.'49 It found that such statutes "fall short of serving a State's
compelling interest because they deal with only the most blatant and
specific attempts to impede election"' 150 and that many voters would still
be subject to less blatant acts of intimidation unnoticed by election
officials.'
The Court found that the one hundred foot campaign restriction zone
around the polls was permissible, but it did not set forth a specific test for
determining the proper distance of a "campaign-free" zone. It instead
recognized that "at some measurable distance from the polls, . . .
governmental regulation of vote solicitation could effectively become an
impermissible burden ....
III. THE APPLICATION OF CURRENT
ELECTIONEERING LAW TO INTERNET VOTING REGIMES
By adopting an Internet voting system, states allow citizens to vote
from anywhere that a computer or other electronic device capable of
accessing the Internet exists. Such a decision requires states to consider the
application of electioneering law to Internet voting systems. This analysis
requires a two-part determination: first, whether current electioneering laws
apply to any computer or electronic device used to vote through the Internet
voting system; and second, whether communications informing voters
about a candidate or ballot issue qualify as electioneering behavior that
would require the development of statutes prohibiting that type of
communication.
'4 Id. at. 203-05.
148 Id.
149Id.
5I Id. at 206-07 (citations omitted).
151 Id.
'
5 2 See id. at 210.
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A. Applying Current Electioneering Laws to Internet Voting: Does
Internet Voting Turn a Home Computer Into a Polling Place?
As previously noted, all electioneering statutes prohibit certain
activities and behaviors in and around the polling place.'53 Polling, by
definition, is "the registering or casting of votes."' 54 A polling place,
therefore, is a place where an individual casts votes or where the state
registers votes. When a citizen casts his vote for a candidate by accessing
an Internet voting website, his personal computer might be transformed into
an "online polling place," depending on the jurisdictional definition of a
"polling place." If the state legislature adopting an Internet voting system
or a court determining this issue in an action reached this conclusion, then
all the provisions of a state's electioneering statute would apply to the area
in and around the computer being used to cast ballots.
Such a conclusion leads to serious practical policy considerations.
"Personal computer" as a generic term includes a wide variety of electronic
devices. Not only can desktop computers, but laptop computers, Personal
Digital Assistants ("PDAs"), and cellular phones can link to the Internet via
a wired or wireless connection. Therefore, every electronic device used to
vote on an Internet voting system would become an "online polling place."
Imagine a small town, ten miles square, where ten people within each
square mile used a computer or other electronic device to vote via the
state's Internet voting system. Each person would likely have a campaign
restricted zone surrounding them on election day. If each of the ten people
per square mile were spread out, the campaign restriction zone could
effectively prohibit campaigning in the entire town. By multiplying that
effect throughout a state, one realizes how quickly these electioneering
statutes would restrict political speech in a large geographic area.
While this conclusion seems practical for polling place or kiosk
Internet voting systems, it does not seem practical for those individuals (or
in some cases, families) using their personal computer to cast a ballot.
Therefore, it might be better to view Internet voting, at least on an
individual level, as akin to casting an absentee ballot, where the individual
voter fills out the ballot from some location remote from a polling place
and sends it in to the election authority. Policymakers could then draft
legislation treating Internet voting like absentee voting, applying a "no
electioneering in the presence of a voter" language.
" See discussion supra Part II.B.
154 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, supra note 87, at 1080.
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B. Assessing the Need for "Online Electioneering " Statutes: Does a
Candidate Linking the Voter to an Internet Voting Site Qualify as
Electioneering?
Another issue state legislatures adopting Internet voting systems must
consider is whether activities mentioned in the introductory hypotheti-
cal-a banner ad by a candidate linking a voter to a state's voting website,
an e-mail by a campaign to a voter providing a link to a state's voting
website, or an individual manifesting to be a representative for a campaign
providing information about a candidate and subsequently providing a link
to an Internet voting website-would constitute electioneering. Legislatures
and courts confronting this decision would likely use existing statutory or
common law definitions of electioneering to determine whether these
specific behaviors merit the development of new, Internet voting-specific
statutory regimes that limit electioneering on-line.
Traffic on the Internet often involves communication across state lines,
thus another issue to consider is whether states have the power under the
Tenth Amendment or from Congress to regulate these activities, regardless
of whether they deal with state elections. 5' Assuming that states do have
the power to issue such regulations, states must next determine whether the
activity of linking an individual to a state's voting website equates to other
activities usually prohibited in and around the polling place. State
legislatures and courts, if presented with the challenge, might look to the
statutory and common law definitions of electioneering. The behaviors
listed in previous sections---posting materials, distributing materials,
communicating with voters--are those that are regulated by the majority of
state electioneering statutes. The hypotheticals at the beginning of this Note
each entail these types of restricted behavior. Thus, online electioneering
statutes would need to incorporate language prohibiting similar behavior.
The truly compelling question, however, is whether electioneering
behavior needs to be prohibited online.1 16 An Internet voting website has no
' This Note does not go into deep analysis of whether states have the authority
under the Tenth Amendment, U.S. CONST. amend. X, or the Commerce Clause, id.
art. I, § 8, cl. 3, to exercise this type of regulation. This issue has been broached in
the area of Internet Taxation. State legislatures want to collect use taxes, i.e., taxes
for buying products online from Internet vendors. A line of cases holds that
Congress must give states the power to collect these taxes through Congress or
other means. See, e.g., Quill Corp. v. North Dakota By and Through Heitkamp, 504
U.S. 298 (1992).
156 See discussion supra Part III.A.
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physical presence in one's computer. It is part of an electronic system that,
while manifesting aspects of physical geography, actually has no physical
geography. Generally, electioneering statutes seem to focus on one-on-one,
in person behavior that might affect a voter's choice. Do activities such as
hyperlinking, directing individuals by ad, e-mailing, conversing in a chat
room at an Internet voting site equate with being bullied outside the polling
place? A voter can easily close the message window containing the link or
ad, therefore negating any influence upon their vote. A more likely
electioneering-type behavior would be someone hacking into an Internet
voting site or causing an ad to pop up on an individual's screen while that
individual is accessing the Internet voting site.
State policy makers, after deliberating these issues, might find the need
to develop an online electioneering statute. Taking the example of State X,
such a statute might look like this:
State X Election Code xxx, Online Electioneering Prohibited.
(a) No person shall engage in online electioneering.
(b) "Online electioneering" is the transmittal through the Internet,
World Wide Web, or any electronic network which connects two or
more computers or other electronic devices that may access the
Internet, World Wide Web, or network, any information that
(1) attempts to persuade or influence a voter to vote for or against
a particular candidate or issue; and
(2) incorporates as part of the information any hyperlink, text, or
graphic directing the voter to State X's voting website.
(c) Forms of transmittal. Forms of transmittal include, but are not
limited to:
(1) electronic mail;
(2) instant messages or other forms of simultaneous communica-
tion among computers; or
(3) "Pop-up" advertisements, "Banner Advertisements," or any
other graphic or text which place electioneering communication in
the view of a voter.
(d) This section shall not prohibit any person from sending information
regarding a candidate for office, a candidate for office's campaign, or
an issue campaign, so long as such information does not direct the
voter to State X's voting website.
This rough statute exemplifies what a state might do if it adopted an
online electioneering statute.
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C. Potential Treatment of "Online Electioneering " Statutes by the Courts
Should states decide to adopt online electioneering statutes, the statutes
would be subject to a potential constitutional attack. Since "online
electioneering" statutes would likely be similar in language to the law
challenged in Burson in that they prohibit political speech, such statutory
challenge would set the stage for a "virtual Burson." Since such statutes
would also regulate speech on the Internet, courts might also use the line
of cases stemming from ACLU v. Reno, the foremost case on Internet
speech.
1. The Supreme Court and Internet Speech
The Supreme Court's jurisprudence regarding free speech on the
Internet and restrictions on its content is still in its incipient stage. The
Court first addressed the issue of political speech on the Internet in Reno
v. ACLU.'5 7 In Reno, forty-eight plaintiffs sued the United States Attorney
General and the Department of Justice challenging two provisions to Title
V of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, known also as the "Communi-
cations Decency Act of 1996" ("CDA")."'5 The first provision, the
"indecent transmission"'' 59 provision, "prohibit[ed] the knowing transmis-
sion of obscene or indecent messages to any recipient under 18 years of
age. '' 6° The second provision, the "patently offensive display"' 6' provision,
"prohibit[ed] the knowing sending or displaying of patently offensive
messages in a manner that is available to a person under 18 years of age."'162
The Court ruled that the CDA violated the First Amendment, finding
that it "lack[ed] the precision that the First Amendment requires when a
statute regulates the content of speech."'' 63 While the CDA prevented
minors from accessing potentially harmful speech, the Court found that it
"effectively suppress[ed] a large amount of speech that adults have a
constitutional right to receive and to address to one another. '' "M The Court
left the term "obscene" in the "indecent transmission" provision while
deleting the term "indecent" from the statute pursuant to its severability
'7Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997).
I58 ld. at 858.
'159 Id. at 859.
160 Id.
161 Id.
162 Id.
163 Id. at 874.
6 Id.
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clause on the ground that obscene speech does not enjoy First Amendment
protection.
The Court announced that in future cases it would hold content-based
regulations of speech on the Internet to strict scrutiny:
The record demonstrates that the growth of the Internet has been and
continues to be phenomenal. As a matter of constitutional tradition, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, we presume that governmental
regulation of the content of speech is more likely to interfere with the free
exchange of ideas than to encourage it. The interest in encouraging
freedom of expression in a democratic society outweighs any theoretical
but unproven benefit of censorship. 166
Lower federal courts have used this standard in analyzing proposed state
and federal restrictions on speech on the Internet. 167
Recently, the Court reiterated this position when it reviewed a
challenge brought by many of the Reno v. ACLU plaintiffs in Ashcroft v.
ACLU. 168 In Ashcroft, the plaintiffs challenged the Child Online Protection
Act ("COPA"). The Act prohibited an individual from "knowingly and with
knowledge of the character of the material, in interstate or foreign
commerce by means of the World Wide Web, making any communication
for commercial purposes that is available to any minor and that includes
any material that is harmful to minors."'' 69
The plaintiffs filed suit one month prior to the statute's enactment,
challenging COPA's constitutionality on the grounds that COPA banned
constitutionally protected speech from adults and claimed that the act did
not represent the least restrictive means to accomplish a compelling
governmental purpose, and was substantially overbroad.'7 0 The district
court, after issuing a preliminary injunction, found that COPA
"constitute[ed] content-based regulation of sexual expression protected by
the First Amendment." Under the Supreme Court's previous precedents, the
district court held that the statute was " 'presumptively invalid' and 'subject
to strict scrutiny,"'" 7 and found that the plaintiffs "were likely to establish
165 Id. at 883.
'6 Id. at 885.
167 See, e.g., ACLU v. Johnson, 194 F.3d 1149, 1156 (10th Cir. 1999).
168 Ashcroft v. ACLU, 535 U.S. 564 (2002).
'
69 Id. a 569 (citing 47 U.S.C. § 231(a)(1) (1994 ed., Supp. V)).
171Id. at 571.
171 Id. at 572 (quoting ACLU v. Reno, 31 F. Supp. 2d 473,493 (E.D. Pa. 1999),
aff'd, 217 F.2d 162 (3d Cir. 2000)).
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at trial that COPA could not withstand such scrutiny because, among other
reasons, it was not apparent that COPA was the least restrictive means of
preventing minors from accessing 'harmful to minors material.""" The
Third Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the district court's decision on
different grounds, concluding that "COPA's use of 'contemporary
community standards' to identify material that is harmful to minors
rendered the statute substantially overbroad."' 173
The Supreme Court vacated the Third Circuit ruling, finding that
Congress' narrowing of the range of content using the Miller definition of
obscenity was not violative of the First Amendment. 74 The Court
commented that Congress, in passing COPA, responded to the Court's
objections to the CDA's constitutional overbreadth by: (1) limiting COPA's
coverage to matter displayed on the World Wide Web (whereas the CDA
applied to all communications over the Internet, including e-mail); (2)
limiting COPA's coverage to communications with a commercial purpose;
and (3) narrowing the category of restricted communications to material
"harmful to minors."'' 7 COPA defines "harmful" material using the three-
part obscenity test set forth in Miller v. California.'76
The Court first addressed the respondent's concerns that the use of
"contemporary community standards" represented an overbroad means of
determining whether material published on the World Wide Web was
harmful to minors. The Court reasoned that the Third Circuit had invali-
dated COPA's community standards requirement because the variance
17 2 Id. at 572 (quoting Reno, 31 F. Supp. 2d at 497).
11 Id. at 573.
174 Id.
" Id. at 569-70 (citing 47 U.S.C. § 23 1(a)(1)).
176 Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973). The act codified the test in the
following language:
any communication, picture, image, graphic image file, article, recording,
writing, or other matter of any kind that is obscene or that-
(A) the average person, applying contemporary community standards,
would find, taking the material as a whole and with respect to minors,
is designed to appeal to, or is designed to pander to, the prurient
interest;
(B) depicts, describes, or represents, in a manner patently offensive with
respect to minors, an actual of simulated sexual act or sexual contact, an
actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual act, or a lewd exhibition
of the genitals or post-pubescent female breast; and
(C) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or
scientific value for minors.
47 U.S.C. § 23 1(d)(6) (1994 ed. Supp. V).
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among community standards of obscenity would "effectively force all
speakers on the Web to abide by the 'most puritan community's stan-
dards. ""77 Distinguishing COPA from the CDA, the Court noted that it had
rejected the CDA's use of community standards in light of the CDA's
"unprecedented breadth and vagueness."'78 The Court found that, unlike
COPA, the CDA did not further limit the material excluded from its reach
because the CDA did not use the second and third prongs of Miller: "[the
CDA] neither contained any requirement that restricted material appeal to
the prurient interest nor excluded form the scope of its coverage works with
serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value."' 7 9 COPA, in the
Court's view, differed from the CDA in that COPA restricted significantly
less material and defined material as harmful to minors by using the Miller
test. 8 The Court observed that "[w]hen the scope of an obscenity statute's
coverage is sufficiently narrowed by a'serious value' prong and a 'prurient
interest' prong. . . , [a law] requiring a speaker disseminating material to
a national audience to observe varying community standards does not
violate the First Amendment."'' The Court remanded the case but upheld
the injunction against COPA's enforcement until the court of appeals or
district court took further action.
8 2
2. Reno, Burson and Online Electioneering Statutes
The Reno and Ashcroft rulings reveal that the Court intends to treat any
government restriction of speech on Internet with strict scrutiny, requiring
that it either be narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest or fall
within the exceptions to protected speech. Therefore, any government
restriction on Internet voting would arguably require the same scrutiny.
Reno, like the Burson line of cases, applies a standard of strict scrutiny to
restrictions on political speech, thus the Burson line of cases provides a
conceptual framework to judge the constitutionality of online electioneer-
ing statutes. The Reno and Burson cases complement each other in that any
online electioneering statute challenged in court would most likely be
challenged in such a way compelling the application of strict scrutiny.
Therefore a state's online electioneering statute would be treated as "a
facially content-based restriction on political speech in a public forum
'
77Ashcroft, 535 U.S. at 577 (quoting Reno, 217 F.3d at 175).
'
78 Id. at 578.
179 Id.
180 Id.
181 Id. at 580.
"' Id. at 586.
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[that] must be subjected to exacting scrutiny." '183 The State would subse-
quently have to "show that the 'regulation is necessary to serve a compel-
ling state interest and that it is narrowly drawn to achieve that end."" 4 In
the context of online electioneering statutes, the compelling state interests,
like those enunciated in Burson, lie in protecting individual voters from
confusion and undue influence and in protecting the integrity of the
election process."'
On the issue of protecting a voter from confusion and undue influence
on the Internet, a significant distinction arises between a voting booth and
an Internet voting site. As the Court acknowledged in Burson, much of its
basis for upholding the statute came from the fact that the current Austra-
lian Ballot System and electioneering laws in the states developed in
reaction to the historical problems of bribery and intimidation of voters at
the polls.' 86 An Internet voting site, however, provides a significantly
different scenario. While a voter may get e-mails linking him to State X's
website, along with commentary by Candidate's campaign, all influence
disappears once the voter logs onto the voting website. Thus, a strong
argument exists that Internet voters are not subject to undue influence or
confusion (save for the unlikely situation of someone standing behind their
computer terminal threatening them). However, a court might decide that
voters are intimidated and subject to confusion or undue influence when
they receive a torrent of banner ads, e-mails, or instant messages that direct
them to a state Internet voting site.
The second issue to consider is Whether online electioneering statutes
would be needed to protect the integrity of online elections. If the statute
merely prohibits providing a hyperlink to a statute's voting website, it does
not necessarily follow that providing the hyperlink will affect the integrity
of the Internet voting system or the states' entire voting apparatus. Unlike
the traditional regulation of the polls at issue in Burson, the body of law
regarding Internet voting and online electioneering statutes is infantile and
not had the opportunity to develop. No evidence exists to show that such
activities might or might not affect voters or the election process.
Assuming that a court determined that an online electioneering statute
asserted a compelling state interest, it must be narrowly tailored to support
that interest under Burson and Reno. Again, statutory design and history
come into play in a potential court analysis. Since online electioneering
183 Burson v. Freeman, 504 U.S. 191, 198 (1992).
184 Id. (quoting Perry Educ. Ass'nv. Perry Local Educators' Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37,
45 (1983)).
185 See supra notes 136 and 137.
116 Burson, 504 U.S. at 202.
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statutes prohibit political speech on the Internet, they immediately face the
presumption against regulation afforded to political or speech in print
media. If a state's online electioneering statute prohibited a narrow range
of speech recognized as protected, a court would likely hold the statute
constitutionally valid under Burson and Reno. However, if the statute
unduly prohibited a wide range of speech, a court might likely find the
statute invalid under those same cases.
Regardless of the online electioneering statute being challenged, two
things are clear. First, the body of law regarding Internet voting and online
electioneering needs time to develop and will not do so until states
implement Internet voting regimes that no historical basis of behavior exists
to prove its necessity. Second, given the Reno rule, any online electioneer-
ing statute that prohibits speech on the Internet is subject to strict scrutiny
by a court.
CONCLUSION
The widespread adoption of Internet voting systems by the states is not
a matter of if, but when. As more states try to reform and improve their
election systems, they will likely adopt Internet voting regimes. As history
has shown, the evolution of election systems brings with it the evolution of
electioneering law. States adopting Internet voting systems will have to
consider the effect of pre-existing electioneering laws on Internet voting
systems, or to develop new statutory regimes. Whether such statutory
regimes will survive judicial scrutiny depends on the policy makers drafting
these laws, the continued evolution of Internet voting in the statutes, and
the judges who will weigh cases dealing with those issues in the future.
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APPENDIX
LIST OF STATE ELECTIONEERING STATUTES
AND THE CAMPAIGN RESTRICTION ZONES THEY ESTABLISH187
This table provides a quick reference to the electioneering statutes in
the United States. It provides citation to each state's electioneering statute,
the size of the campaign restriction zone set up by each statute, and the
statute's definition of electioneering.
STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Alabama
ALA. CODE § 17-7- 30 Feet No definition of electioneering.
18(2002)
Alaska
ALASKA STAT. § 200 Feet "[A] person... may not attempt
15.15.170 (Michie to persuade [another] person to
2002) vote for or against a candidate,
proposition, or questions."
§ 15.15.170
Arizona
ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 75 Feet "No person shall be allowed to
16-515 (2002) remain inside [the campaign re-
striction zone] while the polls are
open."
§ 16-515(A)
Arkansas
ARK. CODE ANN. § 100 Feet "[N]o person shall hand out or
7-1-103(9) (Michie distribute or offer to hand out or
2002) distribute any campaign literature
or any literature regarding any
candidate or issue on the ballot,
solicit signatures on any petition,
solicit contributions for any chari-
table or other purpose, or do any
electioneering of any kind whatso-
ever. .. "
§ 7-1-103(9)
187 This Appendix is adapted from Durham, supra note 117.
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STATE AND SIZE OF . DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
California
CAL. ELEC. CODE § 100 Feet "No person, on election day, or at
18370 (West 2002) any time that a voter may be cast-
ing a ballot, shall [c]irculate an
initiative, referendum, recall, or
nomination petition or any other
petition, [s]olicit a vote or speak to
a voter on the subject of marking
his or her ballot, [p]lace a sign
relating to voters' qualifications or
speak to a voter on the subject of
his or her qualifications."
§ 18370
Colorado
COLO. REV. STAT. 100 Feet "'[E]lectioneering' includes cam-
ANN. § 1-13-714 paigning for or against any candi-
(West 2002) date who is on the ballot or any
ballot issue or ballot question that
COLO. REV. STAT. is on the ballot. 'Electioneering'
ANN. § 31-10-1521 also includes soliciting signatures
(2002) (applies for a candidate petition, a recall
specifically to petition, or a petition to place a
municipal ballot issue or ballot question on a
elections) subsequent ballot."
§ 1-13-714
Connecticut
CONN. GEN. STAT. 75 Feet "[N]o person shall solicit in behalf
9-236 (2002) of or in opposition to the candi-
dacy of another or himself or in
behalf of or in opposition to any
question being submitted at the
election or referendum, or loiter or
peddle or offer any advertising
matter, ballot or circular to another
person."
§ 9-236(a)
Delaware
DEL. CODE ANN. 50 Feet "'Electioneering' includes politi-
tit. 15, § 4933, cal discussion of issues, candi-
4942 (2001) I
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STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Delaware cont. dates, or partisan topics, the wear-
ing of any button, banner, or other
object referring to issues, candi-
dates, or partisan topics, the dis-
play, distribution or other handling
of literature or any writing or
drawing referring to issues, candi-
dates or partisan topics, the delib-
erate projection of sound referring
to isssues, candidates or partisan
topics from loudspeakers or other-
wise into the polling place.. .
§ 4942(d).
District of
Columbia 50 Feet "No person shall canvas, election-
D.C. CODE ANN. § eer, circulate petitions, post any
1-1001.10 campaign material or engage in
(b)(2)(A) (2002) any activity that interferes with the
orderly conduct of the election
within a polling place ...
§ 1-1001.10(b)(2)(a)
Florida
FLA. STAT. ch. 50 Feet "No person, political committee,
102.031(3)(c) committee of continuous exis-
(2002) tence, orother group or organiza-
tion may solicit voters .. .
§ 102.031(3)(c)
"'[S]olicit' shall include, but not
be limited to, seeking or attempt-
ing to seek any vote, fact, opinion,
or contribution; distributing or
attempting to distribute any politi-
cal or campaign material, leaflet,
or handout; conducting a poll;
seeking or attempting to seek a
signature on any petition; and sell-
ing or attempting to sell any item."
§ 102.031(3)(d)
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STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Georaia
GA. CODE. ANN.§ 250 Feet "No person shall solicit votes in
21-2-414 (2002) any manner or by any means or
method, nor shall any person dis-
tribute any campaign literature,
newspaper, booklet, pamphlet,
card, sign, or any other written or
printed matter of any kind, nor
shall any person conduct any exit
poll or public opinion poll with
voters on primary or election
day....
§ 21-2-214(a)
Hawaii
HAW. REV. STAT. §
11-132 (2002)
200 Feet "Any person, including candi-
dates, carrying on campaign activ-
ities within the [campaign restric-
tion zone] during the period of
time starting one hour before the
polling place opens and ending
when the polling place close for
the purpose of influencing votes.
Campaign activities shall include
... [a]ny distribution, circulation,
carrying, holding, posting, or stak-
ing of campaign cards, pamphlets,
posters, and other literature...
[t]he use of public address systems
or other public communication
media... the use of motor cara-
vans or parades... the use of en-
tertainment troupes or the free
distribution of goods and ser-
vices."
§ 19-6(7)
Idaho
IDAHO CODE § 18- 300 Feet "[N]o person may... [d]o any
2318(1) (Michie electioneering... [c]irculate cards
2002) or handbills of any kind... rs]oli-
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STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Idaho cont. cit signatures to any kind of peti-
tion.., or [e]ngage in any prac-
tice which interferes with the free-
dom of voters to exercise their
franchise or disrupt[ ] the adminis-
tration of the polling place."
§ 18-2318(1)
Illinois
10 ILL. COMP.
STAT. ANN. 5/5-17
(West 2002) (per-
taining specifically
to precinct regis-
tration)
10 ILL. COMP.
STAT. ANN. 5/6-31
(West 2002) (per-
taining specifically
to precinct regis-
tration)
10 ILL. COMP.
STAT. ANN. 5/7-41
(West 2002) (per-
taining specifically
to the voting booth
on the day of the
primary election)
10 ILL. COMP.
STAT. ANN. 5/17-
29 (West 2002)
(pertaining specifi-
cally to "judge[s]
of elections, poll-
watcher[s], or
other person[s]
during any primary
or election)
30 Feet
30 Feet
100 Feet
100 Feet
"No judge of election, poll-
watcher, or other person shall, at
any primary or election, do any
electioneering or soliciting of
votes or engage in any political
discussion... interrupt, hinder or
oppose any voter while approach-
ing [the voting booth while within
the electioneering zone]."
§ 5/17-29
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STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Illinois cont.
10 ILL. COMP. 100 Feet
STAT. ANN. 5/19-
2.2 (West 2002)
Indiana
IND. CODE. ANN. § 50 Feet "'[E]lectioneering' includes ex-
3-14-3-16 (West pressing support or opposition to
2002) any candidate or political party or
expressing approval or disap-
IND. CODE. ANN. § proval of any public question in
3-14-4-9 (West any manner that could reasonably
2002) (prohibits be expected to convey that support
electioneering by or opposition to another individ-
election officers) ual."
§ 3-14-3-16
Iowa
IOWA CODE ANN. § 300 Feet "[No person shall engage in]
49.107(1) (West [1loitering, congregating, election-
2001) eering, posting of signs, treating
voters, or soliciting votes ....
§ 49.107(1)
Kansas
KAN. STAT. ANN. § 250 Feet "Electioneering is knowingly at-
25-2430 (2001) tempting to persuade or influence
eligible voters to vote for or
against a particular candidate,
party or question submitted. Elec-
tioneering includes wearing, ex-
hibiting, or distributing labels,
signs, posters, stickers or other
materials that clearly identify a
candidate in the election or clearly
indicate support or opposition to a
question submitted election ....
Electioneering shall not include
bumper stickers affixed to a motor
vehicle that is used to transport
voters to a polling place or to an
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STATE AND SIZE OF DEFINITION OF ELECTIONEERING /
STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
STRICTION ZONE AROUND POLLING PLACE
Kansas cont. advance voting site for the pur-
pose of voting."
§ 25-2430(a)
Kentucky
KY. REV. STAT. 500 Feet "Electioneering shall include the
ANN. § 117.235(3) displaying of signs, the distribu-
(Michie 2002) tion of campaign literature, cards,
or handbills, the soliciting of sig-
natures to any petition, or the so-
licitation of votes for or against
any candidate or question on the
ballot in any manner, but shall not
include exit polling. Nothing con-
tained in this section shall prohibit
electioneering conducted within a
private residence or establishment
other than that in which the poll-
ing place is located by persons
having an ownership interest in
such property."
§ 117.235(3).
Louisiana
LA. REV. STAT. Within confines "[I]t shall be unlawful for any per-
ANN. § 18:1462 of facility son, [to] solicit in any manner or
(West 2002) by any means whatsoever any
(applies to absen- other person to vote for or against
tee voting in nurs- any candidate or proposition being
ing homes) voted on in such election... [to]
remain within any such polling
place or place wherein absentee
voting is being conducted or
within a radius of six hundred feet
of the entrance of any such polling
place, except when exercising the
right to vote, after having been
directed, in writing, by an election
commissioner or law enforcement
officer to leave the premises or
area of a polling place or after
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STATUTE CITATION CAMPAIGN RE- BEHAVIOR PROHIBITED IN OR
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Louisiana cont.
LA. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 18:1334
(West 2002)
600 Feet
having been directed, in writing,
by a registrar or deputy registrar to
leave the place wherein absentee
voting is being conducted... [to]
hand out, place, or display cam-
paign cards, pictures, or other
campaign literature of any kind or
description whatsoever... [to]
place or display political signs,
pictures, or other forms of politi-
cal advertising."
§ 18.1462
"[N]o person may instruct another
in the method of marking his bal-
lot.., influence or attempt to in-
fluence another person's decision
regarding a candidate or ballot
issue. This limitation does not pro-
hibit a candidate from attending
the voting place and orally com-
municating with voters, as long as
the candidate does not attempt to
influence their vote. A candidate
may not state the name of the of-
fice sought or request a person's
vote .... This subsection does not
apply to pollwatchers who may
remain in the voting place outside
the guardrail enclosure as long as
they do not attempt to influence
voters or interfere with their free
passage .... This subsection does
not prohibit media representatives
from conducting an exit poll, as
long as they do not solicit voters
until after they have voted and do
not orally communicate with vot-
£
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Louisiana cont. ers in a way that influences any
person's vote ......
§ 18:1334
Maine
ME. REV. STAT.
ANN. tit. 21-A §
682 (West 2001)
250 Feet "[A] person may not influence or
attempt to influence another per-
son's decision regarding a candi-
date or ballot issue... may not
display any advertising material,
operate any advertising medium,
including a sound amplification
device, or distribute campaign lit-
erature, posters, palm cards, but-
tons, badges or stickers containing
a candidate's name or otherwise
intending to influence the opinion
of any voter.... The term 'sound
amplification device' includes, but
is not limited to, sound trucks,
loudspeakers and not limited to,
sound trucks, loudspeakers and
blowhoms.... Party workers and
others who remain in the voting
place outside the guardrail enclo-
sure may not use within the voting
place cellular phones, beepers,
voice or signal pagers or similar
devices that make noise or allow
direct audible voice communica-
tion within the voting place."
tit. 21-A § 682(1), (3)
Mgaland
MD. CODE ANN., 100 Feet "A person may not ... [i]nterfere
ELEC. CODE, § 16- or attempt to interfere with a
206 (2002) voter while the voter is inside the
polling room... [i]nduce or at-
tempt to induce a voter to mark the
voter's ballot in a certain way...
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Maryland cont. [c]anvass, electioneer, or post any
campaign material ......
§ 16-206(a)
Massachusetts
MASS. GEN. LAWS 150 Feet "No person shall be allowed to
ANN. ch. 54, § 65 collect signatures upon petitions,
(West 2002) referendum petitions or nomina-
tion papers... exhibit[ ], circu-
late[ ], or distribute[ ] any poster,
card, handbill, placard, picture or
circular intended to influence the
action of a voter, or [place any
sticker] upon the official ballot."
54 § 65
Michigan
MICH. COMP. 100 Feet "A person shall not, while the
LAWS ANN. § polls are open on an election day
168.93 1(k) (West .... solicit votes in a polling
2002) place."
§ 168.931(k)
Minnesota
MINN. STAT. § 100 Feet "No one except an election offi-
204C.06(1) (2002) cial or an individual who is
waiting to register or to vote shall
stand within 100 feet of the en-
trance to a polling place. The en-
trance to a polling place is the
doorway or point of entry leading
into the room or area where voting
is occurring ......
§ 204C.06(1)
Mississippi
MISS. CODE ANN. 150 Feet "It shall be unlawful for any can-
§ 23-15-895 didate for an elective office, or
(2002) any representative of such candi-
date, or for any proponent or op-
ponent of any constitutional
amendment, local issue or other
measure printed on the ballot to
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Mississippi cont. post or distribute cards, posters or
other campaign literature within
one hundred fifty (150) feet of any
entrance of the building wherein
any election is being held. It shall
be unlawful for any candidate or a
representative named by him in
writing to appear at any polling
place while armed or uniformed,
nor shall he display any badge or
credentials except as may be is-
sued by the manager of the polling
place."
§ 23-15-895
Missouri
Mo. ANN. STAT. § 25 Feet "[No person may engage in] exit
115.637(18) polling, surveying, sampling, elec-
(West 2002) tioneering, distributing election
literature, posting signs or placing
vehicles bearing signs with respect
to any candidate or question to be
voted on at an election on election
day.., or refusing to remove or
permit removal from property
owned or controlled by him, any
such election sign or literature
located within [the campaign re-
striction zone] after request for
removal by any person."
§ 115.637(18)
Montana
MONT. CODE ANN. 100 Feet "A person may not do any election-
§ 13-35-211 eering on election day ... [or do
(2002) anything] which aids or promotes
the success or defeat of any candi-
date or ballot issue to be voted upon
at the election... [a] person may
not buy, sell, give, wear, or display
at or about the polls on an election
day any badge, button, or other in-
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Montana cont. signia which is designed or tends to
aid or promote the success or defeat
of any candidate or ballot issue to
be voted upon at the election... [a]
person may not solicit from an elec-
tor, before or after the elector has
marked a ballot and returned it to an
election judge, information as to
whether the elector intends to vote
or has voted for or against a candi-
date or ballot issue."
§ 13-35-211
Nebraska
NEB. REV. STAT. § 200 Feet "No person shall do any election-
32-1524 (2002) eering, circulate petitions, or per-
form any action that involves solici-
tation on election day...
§ 32-1524
Nevada
NEV. REV. STAT.
ANN. 293.361
(Michie 2002)
100 Feet "[E]lectioneering means campaign-
ing for or against a candidate, ballot
question, or political party by:
(a) Posting signs relating to the sup-
port of or opposition to a candidate,
ballot question or political party;
(b) Distributing literature relating to
the support of or opposition to a
candidate, ballot question or politi-
cal party;
(c) Using loudspeakers to broadcast
information relating to the support
of or opposition to a candidate, bal-
lot question or political party;
(d) Buying, selling, wearing, or dis-
playing any badge, button or other
insignia which is designed or tends
to aid or promote the success or
defeat of any political party or a
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Nevada cont. candidate or ballot question to be
voted upon at that election;
(e) Polling or otherwise soliciting
from a voter information as to
whether the voter intends to vote or
had voted for or against a particular
political party, candidate, or ballot
question; or
(f) Soliciting signatures to any kind
of petition."
§ 293.740
New Hamnshire
N.H. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 659:43([1)
(2002)
10 Feet "No person who is a candidate for
office or who is representing or
working for a candidate shall dis-
tribute or post at a polling place any
campaign material in the form of a
poster, card, handbill, placard, pic-
ture, or circular which is intended
to influence the action of the voter
within the building where the elec-
tion is being held.., or distribute
any campaign materials or perform
any electioneering activities which
affects the safety, welfare, and
rights of voters. ..
§ 659:43
"'[E]lectioneer' shall mean to act in
any way specifically designed to
influence the vote of a voter on any
question or office."
§ 659:44
New Jersey
N.J. STAT. ANN. § 100 Feet "[No] person shall on election day
19:34-6, 34-15 tamper, deface or interfere with any
(West 2002) polling booth or obstruct the en-
trance to any polling place, or ob-
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New Jersey cont. struct or interfere with any voter, or
loiter, or do any electioneering
§ 19:34-6
"[No] person shall distribute or dis-
play any circular or printed matter
or any suggestion or solicit any sup-
port for any candidate, party, or
public question...
§ 19: 34-15
New Mexico
N.M. STAT. ANN. 100 Feet "Electioneering too close to the
§§ 1-20-16, 3-8-77, polling place consists of any form
73-14-31.3 (Michie of campaigning on election day...
2002) and includes the display of signs or
distribution of campaign literature."
§ 1-20-16
New York
N.Y. ELEC. LAW § 100 Feet "While the polls are open no person
8-104 (McKinney shall do any electioneering within
2002) the polling place... and no politi-
cal banner, button, poster or placard
shall be allowed in or upon the poll-
ing place or within such one hun-
dred foot radial."
§ 8-104
North Carolina
N.C. GEN STAT..§ 25-50 Feet "No person or group of persons
163-166.4 (2002) shall hinder access, harass others,
distribute campaign literature, place
political advertising, solicit votes,
or otherwise engage in election-re-
lated activity in the voting place or
in a buffer zone which shall be
prescribed by the county board of
elections around the voting place."
§ 163-166.4
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North Dakota
N.D. CENT. CODE § Unlimited "Any person asking, soliciting, or
16.1-10-06 (2002) in any manner trying to induce or
persuade, any voter on an election
N.D. CENT. CODE § 100 Feet day to refrain from voting for any
16.1-10-06(2) candidate or the candidates or ticket
(2002)* of any political party or organiza-
tion, or any measure submitted to
*Applies specifi- the people.. .
cally to those trying
to enter a polling
place "for the pur-
pose of selling, so-
liciting for sale,
advertising for sale,
or distributing any
merchandise, pro-
duce, literature, or
serve."
Ohio
OHIO REv. CODE 100 Feet "[N]o person shall loiter or congre-
ANN. §§ 3501.30, gate within the area between the
3501.35 (West polling place and the small flags of
2001) the United States placed on the
thoroughfares and walkways lead-
ing to the polling place; in any man-
ner hinder or delay an elector in
reaching or leaving the place fixed
for casting his ballot; within such
distance give, tender, or exhibit any
ballot or ticket to any person other
than his own ballot to the judge of
election; exhibit any ticket or ballot
which he intends to cast; or solicit
or in any manner attempt to influ-
ence any elector in casting his vote.
No person, not an election official,
=_ _ employee, witness, challenger, or
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Ohio cont. police officer, shall be allowed to
enter the polling place during the
election, except for the purpose of
voting."
§ 3501.35
Oklahoma
OKLA. STAT. ANN. 300 Feet "No person shall be allowed to
tit. 7-108, § 6-111 electioneer [and]... [n]o printed
(West 2002) material other than that provided by
the election board shall be publicly
placed or exposed... while an
election is in progress."
tit. 7-108, § 6-111
Oreeon
OR. REV. STAT. § 100 Feet "No person... shall do any elec-
260.695(2) (2001) tioneering, including circulating
any cards or hand bills, or [collect]
signatures to any petition... [or
do] any electioneering by public
address system.... The election-
eering need not relate to the elec-
tion being conducted."
§ 260.695(2)
Pennsylvania
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 10 Feet "No person, when within the poll-
25, § 3060 (West ing place, shall electioneer or solicit
2002) votes for any political party, politi-
cal body or candidate, nor shall any
written or printed matter be posted
up within the said room, except as
required by this act."
§ 3060(c)
Rhode Island
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 50 Feet "No poster, paper, circular, or other
17-19-49 (2002) document designed or tending to
aid, injure, or defeat any candidate
for public office or any political
party on any question submitted to
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Rhode Island cont.
R.I. GEN. LAws §
17-23-13 (2002)
(applying specifi-
cally to the use of
sound equipment)
South Carolina
S.C. CODE ANN. §
7-25-180 (Law. Co-
op. 2002)
500 Feet
.1 .1
200 Feet
the voters shall be distributed or
displayed within the voting place or
within fifty (50) feet of the entrance
or entrances to the building in
which voting is conducted at any
primary or election. Neither shall
any election official display on his
or her person within the voting
place any political party button,
badge, or other device tending to
aid, injure, or defeat the candidacy
of any person for public office or
any question submitted to the voters
or to intimidate or influence the vot-
ers."
§ 17-19-49
"No sound equipment advocating
the election or defeat of any candi-
date or the approval or disapproval
of any referenda may be allowed
within five hundred (500) feet of
any polling place."
§ 17-23-13
"It is unlawful on an election day
within two hundred feet of any en-
trance used by the voters to enter
the polling place for a person to
distribute any type of campaign
literature or place any political post-
ers. The poll manager shall use ev-
ery reasonable means to keep the
area within two hundred feet of any
such entrance clear of political liter-
ature and displays, and the county
and municipal law enforcement
officers, upon request of a poll
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South Carolina manager, shall remove or cause to
cont. be removed any material within two
hundred feet of any such entrance
distributed or displayed in violation
of this section .... A candidate
may wear within two hundred feet
of the polling place a label no larger
than four and one-fourth inches by
four and one-fourth inches that con-
tains the candidate's name and the
office he is seeking. If the candidate
enters the polling place, he may not
display any of this identification
including but not limited to, cam-
paign stickers or buttons."
§ 7-25-180
South Dakota
S.D. CODIFIED 100 Feet "[N]o person may... maintain an
LAWS § 12-18-3 office or communications center or
(Michie 2002) public address system or display
campaign posters, signs or other
campaign materials or by any like
means solicit any votes for or
against any person or political party
or position on a question submitted.
No person may engage in any prac-
tice which interferes with the
voter's free access to the polls or
disrupts the administration of the
polling place, or conduct, on the
day of an election, any exit poll or
public opinion poll with voters."
§ 12-18-3
Tennessee
TENN. CODE ANN. 100 Feet to "Within the appropriate boundary
§ 2-7-11 l(a)-(b)(1) 300 Feet* as established in subsection (a), and
(1994) 1 the building in which the polling
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Tennessee cont. *The restricted place is located, the display of cam-
zone is 100 feet paign posters, signs or other cam-
or 300 feet from paign materials, distribution of
the polling place, campaign materials, and solicitation
depending upon of votes for or against any person or
the city popula- political party or position on a ques-
tion. tion are prohibited. No campaign
posters, signs or other campaign
literature may be displayed on or in
any building in which a polling
place is located. ..
§ 2-7-11 l(b)(1)
Texas
TEX. ELEC. CODE 100 Feet "A person [may not] loiter... elec-
ANN. § 61.003 tioneer for or against any candidate,
(Vernon 2001) measure, or political party."
§ 61.003
TEX. ELEC. CODE 1000 Feet "A person [may not] within 1,000
ANN. § 61.004 feet of a building in which a polling
(Vernon 2001) place is located... operate a vehi-
(applying specifi- cle with a loudspeaker while the
cally to sound loudspeaker is being used for the
equipment) purpose of... (1) making a politi-
cal speech; or (2) electioneering for
or against any candidate, measure,
or political party."
§ 61.004
Utah
UTAH CODE ANN. § 150 Feet "[E]lectioneering includes any oral,
20A-3-501 (2002) printed, or written attempt to per-
suade persons to refrain from vot-
ing or to vote for or against any
candidate or issue...
§ 20A-3-501(1)(a)
"A person may not... do any elec-
tioneering... solicit signatures to
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Utah cont. any kind of petition; or engage in
any practice that interferes with the
freedom of voters to vote or
disrupts the administration of the
polling place."
Vermont
VT. STAT. ANN. tit.
17, § 2508 (2002)
Virginia
VA. CODE ANN. §
24.2-604 (Michie
2000)
0 Feet
A zero feet
restriction zone
means is not al-
lowed within the
voting booth it-
self; campaigning
is allowed out-
side the polling
place.
40 Feet
I. J
"Within the building containing a
polling place, [no one shall display,
place handout, or allow to remain
any] campaign literature, stickers,
buttons, name stamps, information
on write-in candidates or other po-
litical materials are [to be]
displayed, placed, handed out or
allowed to remain;... [w]ithin the
building containing a polling place,
no candidate, election official or
other person [shall] distribute[ ]
election materials, solicit[ ] voters,
or otherwise campaign[ ]; ... [o]n
the walks and driveways leading to
a building in which a polling place
is located, no candidate or other
person may physically interfere
with the progress of a voter to and
from the polling place."
tit. 17, § 2508
"During the times the polls are
open and ballots are being counted,
it shall be unlawful for any person
(i) to loiter or congregate within
forty feet of any entrance of any
polling place; (ii) within such dis-
tance to give, tender, or exhibit any
ballot, ticket, or other campaign
material to any person or to solicit
or in any manner attempt to influ-
ence any nerson in castine his vote:
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Virginia cont. or (iii) to hinder or delay a qualified
voter in entering or leaving a poll-
ing place .... It shall be unlawful
for any authorized representative,
voter, or any other person in the
room to (i) hinder or delay a quali-
fied voter; (ii) give, tender, or ex-
hibit any ballot, ticket, or other
campaign material to any person;
(iii) solicit or in any manner attempt
to influence any person in casting
his vote; (iv) hinder or delay any
officer of election; or (v) otherwise
impede the orderly conduct of the
election."
§ 24.2-604
Washington
WASH. REV. CODE "[N]o person may... [s]uggest or
§ 29.51.020 (West persuade or attempt to suggest or
2003) persuade any voter to vote for or
against any candidate or ballot
measure; ... [c]irculate cards or
handbills of any kind;... [s]olicit
signatures to any kind of petition;
... [e]ngage in any practice which
interferes with the freedom of vot-
ers to exercise their franchise or
[which] disrupts the administration
of the polling place; ... [o]r...
obstruct the doors or entries to a
building in which a polling place is
located or prevent free access to
and from any polling place."
§ 29.51.020(1), (2).
West Virginia
W. VA. CODE ANN. 300 Feet "No person may do any electioneer-
§ 3-9-9 (Michie ing nor may any person display or
2002) distribute in any manner, or autho-
rize the display or distribution of,
any literature, posters or material of
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West Virginia cont. any kind which tends to influence
the voting for or against any candi-
date or any public question on the
property of the county courthouse
or any annex facilities during the
entire period of regular in-person
absentee voting."
§ 3-3-2(a)
"No person may do any electioneer-
ing on election day within any poll-
ing place, or within three hundred
feet of the outside entrance to the
building housing the polling place.
No person may apply for or receive
any ballot in any polling place,
other than that in which he is enti-
tled to vote, nor may any person
examine a ballot which any voter
has prepared for voting, or solicit
the voter to show the same, nor ask,
nor make any arrangement, directly
or indirectly, with any voter, to vote
an open ballot. No person, except a
commissioner of election, may re-
ceive from any voter a ballot pre-
pared by him for voting. No voter
may receive a ballot from any per-
son other than one of the poll
clerks; nor may any person other
than a poll clerk deliver a ballot to a
commissioner of election to be
voted by such commissioner."
§ 3-9-9
Wisconsin
WIS. STAT. ANN. 200 Feet "'[E]lectioneering' means any ac-
§ 12.03 (West 2002) tivity which is intended to influence
voting at an election."
§ 12.03
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Wyomin.
WYO. STAT. ANN. § 300 Feet "Electioneering too close to a poll-
22-26-113 (West ing place on election day consists of
2002) any form of crnipaigning, including
the display of campaign signs or
distribution of campaign literature,
the soliciting of signatures to any
petition or the canvassing or polling
of voters, except exit polling by
news media."
§ 22-26-113
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* This Symposium issue is based upon the Order of the CoifLecture that the
University of Kentucky College of Law had the honor of hosting in October, 2002.
The honored guest speaker for the CoifLecture was Professor Johan J. Henning,
whose speech was reformatted as the central article for the Symposium; he also
provided the impetus for this year's Symposium: The Law and Social Reform.
Professor Henning's demonstration of the way a country like South Africa can use
commercial law to initiate much needed social reform in a society that for so long
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